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XO Collection
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Ergonomic Task Seating
CXO™ | Legacy™ | Bear™ | Buddy™ | Edge™ | Ergotech™ | LXO™ | VXO™ | Ultima II™ |
WXO™ | SXO™ | Bradley™ | Veronna™ | IC2™ | Butterfly™ | Surgeon Console™ |
Ergo-Learn™ | Carlson™ | EXO™
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Conference Seating
OXO™ | MXO™ | WXO™ | Soda™ | Escape™ | Tuxedo™ | Dixie™ | Tonik™ | Khroma™
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Executive and Management Seating
CXO™ | Veronna™ | Khroma™ | Chorus™ | Manno™ | Manno Timber™ | Proxy™ |
Presider™ | CXO Leather | SXO™ | Reward™ | Escape™ | IC2™
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Specialty and Heavy Duty 24/7 Seating
24/7hd™ | Overtime™ | CXOhd™ | Surgeon Console™ | ShermanHD™ | NXO™ | Stool 1000 | Poly Medical
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Lounge Seating
Smurk™ | Sorrento™ | Danforth™ | Lush™ | Rane™ | Lakeshore Interlock™ | Lakeshore™
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Guest Seating
WXO™ | Tonik™ | CXO™ | GXO™ | Chorus™ | Dixie™ | LXO™ | Manno™ |
Manno Timber™ | OXO™
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Stackable Seating
Firefly™ | NXO™ | Cricket™| Beetle™ | Butterfly™
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Drafting Chairs - Stools
WXO™ | Butterfly™ | Edge™ | LXO™ | ShermanHD™ | Ultima II ™ | Surgeon Console™ |
Bradley™ | Stool 1000
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The Most Comfortable Chair in the World - CXO™
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Perfectly Balanced and Elegantly Functional IC2™
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Exceptionally Smooth Ride IC2™

16

Nightingale Thinks Green
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xo collection
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XO™ Collection
It was a matter of deliberate design to create a
“new signature shape” for the XO™ Collection.
One Collection. Ten chair series. Harmonic design
and individual function. The first ergonomic mesh chair
collection that provides real choice - form and function,
without sacrificing comfort or quality.
REVOLUTIONARY. PATENTED.
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ergonomic task seating
With versatile designs and ergonomic support, Nightingale
task seating offers exceptional comfort and meets the challenge
of today’s active office environment.

1

2

1 CXO™ 6200 Series
Ergonomic chair with many adjustable
features. It offers a refreshingly cool look
that will enhance any office environment,
2 Legacy™ 1600 Series
Provides a patented internal lumbar
back support that self adjusts to the
user’s back providing incredible
lateral support while offering excellent
pelvic stability.
3 Bear™ 4400D Series
Designed to meet the requirements
of large, medium and small sized
individuals while maintaining a
consistent appearance.

3
5

4 Buddy™ 1861 Series
Patented internal lumbar and lateral
back support that adjusts to the user’s
back for personalized support and comfort.

4

5 WXO™ 5800 Series
A perfect working chair. It sports a refined
sleek profile with distinctive comfort
and support.

8

6 Edge™ 3200D Series
Attractive multi-task series that is durable
and offers outstanding value. Easy to use
ergonomic adjustments.

6

7 Ergotech™ 6700 Series
Intensive use task chair that offers distinctive
styling and substantial ergonomic back
and seat support.

7

8 LXO™ 6000 Series
Offers multiple functions. Perfect working,
meeting or training chair. New standard
for ergonomic affordable seating. Light
weight and well proportioned.

9
10

9 VXO™ 7280 Series
A simple light scale design that
delivers remarkable comfort and
dynamic support.
10 Ultima II™ 3600D Series
Ideal for all office settings, and its compact
frame makes it especially useful for smaller
work areas.
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ergonomic task seating
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11 SXO™ 6100 Series
The simplicity of design and function
allows you to concentrate on the tasks
at hand. Its refreshingly modern look fits
perfectly with any office, meeting,
conference or home office setting.

12

12 Bradley™ 6800 Series
Designed to meet the rigorous demands
of the institutional and educational
environments.
13 Veronna™ 7000 Series
High performance ergonomic executive
task chair. It has a classic yet contemporary
form and its ideal for any office environment.
14 IC2™ 7300 Series
Perfectly balanced with smooth adjustments.
Sets ergonomic and comfort standards that
are second to none. Light weight, elegantly
functional.

13

14

15 Butterfly™ 800 Series
Lightweight and comfortable. Ideal for
any office environments.
16 Surgeon Console™ 1864 Series
Engineered and designed to provide
individual comfort and support for
prolonged periods of time through
its unique features.

16

15

17

19
18
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17 Ergo-Learn™ 3280D Series
An attractive ergonomic multi-task chair
that offers a variety of features that address
the many task seating requirements of the
active work environment.
18 Carlson™ 6870D Series
The next generation of comfort and support.
This chair provides a nice contoured shape,
with a generous sized seat and back with
numerous adjustments.
19 EXO™ 5880 Series
EXO™ is the perfect working chair. It has a
refined, clean profile and a broad range
of adjustability. Easy to use back lumbar
and side tension control provides the user
with the exact support needed
for a comfortable sitting experience.
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conference seating
Nightingale’s conference seating enables prolonged periods of sitting as
well as freedom of movement during extended conference situations.

1

1 OXO™ 6500 Series
This side chair offers beauty, performance
and unprecedented comfort in its class.

2

2 WXO™ 5800 Series
A perfect conference and working chair.
It sports a refined sleek profile with
distinctive comfort and support.
3 Soda™ 1700 Series
A great retro looking chair with a comfortable
surface. Represents a collection of timeless
seating design that celebrates our history
of innovation, design, creativity and quality.

3
4

4 Escape™ 7100D Series
Sleek profile and generous size. An
elegant leather pillow back and seat
provides luxurious comfort for any
working environment.
5 Tuxedo™ 3500 Series
A contemporary and sophisticated chair
for any meeting or conference room
setting. Contoured back for added lateral
back support and ENERSORB™ foam seat.

6

5

7

6 MXO™ 5900 Series
Offers a memory gas lift feature which
always returns the chair to a uniform
height and position. Designed for meeting
rooms, break out rooms and conference
room seating applications.
7 Tonik™ 1100 Series
Great looking conference chair. Part of
our timeless collection. Swivel-tilt mechanism
with pneumatic height adjustment and
tension control. Four leg base model 1101
compliments any lounge setting.
8 Khroma™ 3400D Series
Affordably priced executive or conference
chair. It combines ergonomic comfort and
support with a plush appearance and
exceptional styling.

8
9
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9 Dixie™ 3300D Series
Practical and attractive general purpose
conference chair. High density foam
construction for comfort and durability.
Built-in lumbar support.
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executive and management seating
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Present a professional and sophisticated image with Nightingale’s
executive and management seating.
1 CXO™ 6200D Series
Ergonomic executive chair with adjustable
lumbar support and ratchet headrest.
The most comfortable chair in the world.

2

1

3

2 Veronna™ 7000D Series
High performance ergonomic executive
chair. Height adjustable pivot-able
headrest.
3 Khroma™ 3400D Series
Combines ergonomic comfort and
support with a plush upholstery with
ENERSORB™ foam and exceptional styling.

6

5
4

4 Manno™ 8600D and 8660D Series
Classic in appearance yet modern in design.
Plush upholstery with ENERSORB™ foam.
Timber model offers hardwood arms and caps
base with design, and hand crafted detail.
5 Chorus™ 4200D Series
Plush foam provides an exceptional
level of comfort and support.
6 IC2™ 7300D Series
Perfectly balanced with smooth adjustments.
Sets ergonomic and comfort standards that
are second to none.

7

9

8

7 Proxy™ 4900D Series
Affordably priced executive chair series.
This chair combines ergonomic comfort
and support with a plush appearance.
8 Presider™ 7700D Series
Offers a generous profile. Plush
upholstery with ENERSORB™ foam
and ergonomic support potray an executive
image at a surprisingly affordable price.
9 CXO™ L6200D Series
Soft padded leather upholstery treatment
provides generous lumbar support while
allowing a comfortable seating experience.

11
12

10

10 SXO™ 6100D Series
Intelli-ride™ synchro mechanism features
a 2:1 recline ratio. Pocket built into the back
frame allows for convenient storage.
11 Reward™ 4800D Series
Softly padded seat and back. Affordable
priced executive chair series combining
ergonomic comfort and support.
12 Escape™ 7100D Series
Sleek profile and generous size.
Great for any executive office space.
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specialty and heavy duty seating
Nightingale’s specialty and heavy duty collection offers a number of 24/7
options. Designed for all shape and sizes for those long days at the office.

1

1 24/7hd™ 247hd Series
This heavy duty chair accommodates
individuals up to 450 pounds 3 shifts
a day, It is ideal for EMS workers, police
officers, monitoring stations or any
multi-shift environments.

450 lbs

2 Overtime™ 6800ti Series
Accommodates individuals for up to
300 pounds and 3 shifts a day. It fits
any budget and looks good doing it.
Overtime is just right for any busy
environment.

2

3

4

3 CXOhd™ 6200Dhd Series
The most comfortable chair in the world
engineered for those requiring greater
strength and durability for weight
demands up to 450lbs. Its structure
is compact and graceful.
4 Surgeon Console™ 1864 Series
Engineered and designed to provide
individual comfort and support for
prolonged periods of time through
its unique features. The patented unique
self-adjusting back and armrest support
offers a level of ergonomic support and
comfort that the user of this specialized
chair will appreciate.
5 ShermanHD™ HD9000 Series
Designed and warranted for 24x7
use applications and rated for users
up to 450lbs.

6
5

6 NXO™ 6401 Series
This chair nests, stacks and stores
easily. It provides comfort, versatility
and style to any workplace.

8

7
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7 Stool 1000 Series
This economical comfortable stool is an
ideal chair for use in medical, dental,
laboratory or small space environments
where mobility is essential.
8 Poly Medical 1010 Series
This economical comfortable stool is an
ideal chair for use in medical, dental,
laboratory or small space environments
where cleanabillity with disinfectants
is of primary importance.
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lounge seating
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From casual break rooms to more formal settings, Nightingale offers a great
selection of lounge seating that is comfortable, stylish and durable.
1

2

1 Smurk™ 801 Series
Contemporary fun and chic lounge
chair. Inspired by the Nightingale
designs of the 70’s. Exaggerated wide
seat surface and unique leg design.
2 Sorrento™ 1060 Series
Delivers comfort and versatility with
gently sculpted back and sides.
Classic lounge chair for workplace
collaboration. Warm and inviting for
any informal or formal environments.

3
4

3 Danforth™ 1201 Series
Elegantly contemporary and easy to
configure. Easy to move and re-assemble
because of it’s modular design and
construction. Choose from club chair,
two and three seat sofas.
4 Lush™ 825 Series
Offers distinctive angularity and comfy
curves. It is supportive and sculptural.
Inspired by the designs of modern
furniture of the late-20th century.

5

6

7
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5 Rane™ 901 Series
Sets the stage for creative thinking
and a more relaxed working environment.
Rane’s adjustable rotating back allows for
personalized configurations.
6 Lakeshore Interlock™ 1309 Series
The emphasis is placed on creative
seating comfort. It’s clean creative
design is interchangeable and versatile.
7 Lakeshore™ 1303 Series
Generously proportioned soft seating
series with bold lines and an emphasis
on seating comfort. Lakeshore’s bold
clean design is versatile and it fits well
in prestigious environments. Available
as a single, double or triple seater.
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guest seating

Nightingale offers a complete collection of guest chairs. They are comfortable
and budget friendly and are as nice to look at as they are to sit in.
1

2

1 WXO™ 5802 Series
This chair has a timeless aesthetic that
is very inviting and suitable for public
or private areas. ABLEX™ patterned
weave mesh back and ENERSORB™ seat.
2 Tonik 1101 Series
Represents a collection of timeless
seating design that celebrates our history
of innovation, design, creativity and quality.
Attractive retro design and comfortable lines.
3 CXO™ 6202 Series
ABLEX™ mesh back and ENERSORB™
foam seat. Ergonomically contoured seat
and back for comfort and support. This guest
chair has a contemporary design that
supports many spaces.

3

4 GXO™ 6301 Series
This guest chair offers beauty, performance
and unprecedented comfort in its class.
Designed to compliment the styling and
features of the XO™ Collection.

4

5 OXO™ 6500 Series
This side chair offers beauty, performance
and unprecedented comfort in its class.

5

6 Dixie™ 3302 Series
Practical and attractive guest chair
series. High density foam construction
for comfort and durability. Built-in lumbar
support and waterfall seat design.
7 Manno™ 8672 and 8660 Series
Classic in appearance yet modern in design.
Plush upholstery with ENERSORB™ foam.
Timber model offers hardwood arms.

7
6

8 LXO™ 6002 Series
Perfect for working, meeting or training.
New standard for ergonomic affordable
seating. Light weight and well proportioned.

8
9
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9 Chorus™ 4202 Series
Exceptional value has been built into this
guest chair. Plush foam provides an
exceptional level of comfort and support.
Durable, with solid one piece seat and
back construction.
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stackable seating
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Nightingale’s stackable chairs maximize valuable storage space. Wide array of
choices that are ergonomically designed for long lasting comfort and durability.
1 Firefly™ 700 Series
Stackable and functional. Flexible,
movable, strong and versatile. This
collection is comfortable and good
looking and won’t cost you a fortune.

1

2 NXO™ 6401 Series
An all purpose nesting chair that nests
and stacks for convenient storage.
The versatility of this extremely
comfortable chair is ideal for meeting,
training rooms, touch down areas or
long days of learning with its flexing
back movement.
3 Cricket™ 500F Series
Easily ganged or stacked, and are
designed to give any common space a
custom made look. Stacks 10 high on a dolly
and 6 high freestanding. Excellent comfort
and support via compound curved back.

2

3

4

4 Beetle™ 301 Series
A complete series of high density stackable
chairs with structural appeal and affordable
price. This refined stacking chair series
is available in a range of different colors
and options.
5 Butterfly™ 808 Series
Make this chair your own. Upholster with
fabric, vinyl or leather. Or choose nonupholstered. Light and easy to move.

5
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drafting chairs - stools
When a little extra height is necessary, our drafting chairs will give you that extra
boost. Nightingale collection is made from durable and high quality materials.

1

1 WXO™ 5850M-DS-CH Drafting Stool
Offers a refined sleek profile with distinctive
comfort and support. This drafting stool
will look amazing in any working space.

2

2 Butterfly™ 809 Bar Stool
Make your butterfly your own.
Upholstered with fabric, vinyl or leather,
or choose non-upholstered. Light and
easy to move.
3 Edge™ 3207DS Drafting Stool
Ideal for long term elevated seating
providing exceptional ergonomics
and support. Infinite back angle and
seat angle adjustment with 6 degree
forward tilt.

3

4 LXO™ 6000DS Drafting Stool
Provides ergonomic comfort and full
support throughout the day. Back depth
adjustment allowing for greater seating
depth for those requiring more leg support.

4

5 ShermanHD™ HD9000DS Drafting Stool
Designed and warranted for 24x7
use applications.
6 Ultima II™ 3606DS Drafting Stool
Snug and comfortable design. Regardless
of work activity this drafting stool provides
the user with good ergonomic support
and comfort.

5

7

7 Surgeon Console™ 1864DS Drafting Stool
Provides comfort for long periods of time.
The patented unique self-adjusting back
and armrest support offers a level of
ergonomic support and comfort that the
user of this specialized chair will appreciate.

6

8
9
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8 Bradley™ 6805DS Drafting Stool
Designed to meet the rigorous demands
of institutional and educational environments.
Swivel mechanism, pneumatic height
adjustment and seat depth adjustment.
9 1000DS Drafting Stool
This economical comfortable stool is an
ideal chair for use in medical, dental,
laboratory or small space environments
where mobility is essential.
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The Most Comfortable Chair in the World.
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HEADREST

MESH BACKING

Optional headrest with ENERSORB™
foam adjusts up/down with an
innovative coat hook built into it’s
design. Headrest is field installable.

CXO’s breathable mesh back
with ABLEX™ patterned weave
provides generous lumbar support
while allowing dynamic movement.
Air flows freely through this
breathable mesh for added
comfort in any environment.

THORACIC / LUMBAR SUPPORT

ARMRESTS

The contoured thoracic lumbar
support pad with ENERSORB™ foam
can be easily adjusted up and down
and in and out for personalized
support and comfort.

Spring-loaded ball bearing ratcheting
system (patent pending) operates the
armrests. Armrests-move up/down,
in/out, complete with lockable
swivel and forward/ backward arm
pad adjustment.

EXTREME COMFORT

FOUR-WAY STRETCH FABRIC

The CXO’s energy absorbing,
ENERSORB™ seat, lumbar and
headrest foam offers unsurpassed
comfort. Covered with four-way
stretch Mystic, dual-layer, perforated
fabric, CXO provides exceptional
airflow and endless comfort.

Dual-layer standard Mystic fabric is
perforated for exceptional airflow.
It also has a four way stretch, which
moves perfectly with the ENERSORB™
foam for added comfort and durability.

MECHANISM

BASE

Slow release synchronous knee tilt
mechanism, complete with intuitive
side tension control, multi position lock,
height adjustment pneumatic and an
intuitive integrated seat slider for
depth adjustment.

5 prong die-cast aluminum base
with anti-slip treads. 2” mag wheel
carpet casters.

™
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Perfectly Balanced and Elegantly Functional.
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Exceptionally Smooth Ride
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GALILEO MECHANISM

SEAT DEPTH ADJUSTMENT

Slow release, pneumatically
assisted, infinite tilt lock,
synchronous mechanism
featuring an adjustable
integrated dual lever seat
slider, pneumatic height
adjustment and easy to use
tension control.

Dual lever.
Allows for greater seating
depth for those requiring more
leg support.

NEBULA MESH

4D ARMRESTS

Non see through mesh.
Seat and back. Allows air to
circulate which provides a
comfortable sit in all environments.
It also boasts dynamic movement
which promotes good posture.

Arms are height and width
adjustable with lockable swivel,
and forward/backward arm pad
adjustment. Polyurethane arm
pad for durability.
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HEADREST

LUMBAR SUPPORT

Pivots in/out and adjusts
up/down on a
contoured axis.

The contoured polyurethane
lumbar support pad can be
easily adjusted up and down
and in and out for personalized
comfort and ergonomic back
support.

BASE

OVER 96% RECYCLABLE

5 prong heavy duty
polished aluminum.
3” carpet casters.

40% less weight and material
than the other comparable
chair products.
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Nightingale Thinks Green.

ISO 14001
Certified
NIGHTINGALE ECOLOGICAL STATEMENT...
At Nightingale Corp., we believe in respecting our employees, our customers,
our vendors, and the environment. By respecting our planet’s fragile eco-system,
we respect our children’s future, their children’s future…..
Planet Nightingale is our environmental initiative. Our commitment to the
environment is expressed in a variety of ways – from making smart choices when
it comes to choosing materials and processes, to designing products that are
simple, flexible, and durable. It’s all about doing more with less.
Nightingale is proud to have developed and promoted an environmental policy
long before government instituted mandatory recycling. We are committed to
manufacturing our products utilizing methods and materials that help to reduce
the adverse impact on our environment.
The basic elements of our plan are to use others’ waste (recycled materials)
or sustainable sources of raw materials to create our products, to ensure that our
products are recyclable, to use as few resources as possible in the manufacturing
process, and to ensure that we minimize or eliminate waste and emissions.
We would like our footprint on the world to be very light.

Nightingale is now a 100% waste free
manufacturing facility.

Tel Toll Free: 1.800.363.8954
Fax Toll Free: 1.800.637.6784
Email: info@nightingalechairs.com
Website: www.nightingalechairs.com

